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Introduction (1)

Traditional Intrasystem EMC of electronic systems (on-
board systems, pieces of equipment, PCB, chips, etc.)
Main reasons of intrasystem interferences – electromagnetic 
spurious couplings created by unwanted capacitances and 
mutual inductances between conducting elements and circuits
Standing oscillations in transmission lines are also dangerous
External electromagnetic fields. They are not dangerous if they 
are shielded (by cases), filtered, etc.
Within the bounds of perfect conductance model 

The per-unit length inductance and capacitance for a simple line 
made of a conductor of radius r at a distance d from the ground 
plane depend only on the r/d ratio (not depend on scale)
The mutual partial inductance between two parallel wires of length l
separated on distance d depend only on the l/d ratio (not depend on 
scale)
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Introduction (2)

At nanoscale:
The present-day stage of electronics is characterized by 

the growth of the level of integration. 
It is no longer possible to use the classic approach on 

the nanoscale, because quantum phenomena have to be 
taken into account.

In particular, capacitances and inductances of 
nanocircuits contain additional components of the quantum 
nature, which do not explicitly depend on the geometrical 
parameters. 

And also the other nanoscale peculiarities of spurious 
couplings between nanocircuits must be taken into account.

It means that the electromagnetic compatibility 
(EMC) problem on the nanoscale is expected to become 
a complicated and acute problem in the nearest future!
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Introduction (3)
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Introduction (4)

C.Paul, Introduction to Electromagnetic 
Compatibility, Wiley, 1992, p.429
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a) At macro- and up to the 
microscale: 

b) Within the bounds of 
perfect conductance model:

c) Per-unit length inductance 
Lpu and capacitance Cpu of 
two-wire line:

Example 2:
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Introduction (5)
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a) At macro- and up to the 
microscale: 

b) Within the bounds of 
perfect conductance model:

c) Total inductance L and 
capacitance C for line 
length l: limiting process:

Example 2:
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Introduction (6)

Within the bounds of perfect conductance model at 
macro- and up to the microscale:
Influence of spurious mutual inductances and 
capacitances between elements in electronics do not 
increase (and even decrease) with (a) reduction of the 
linear sizes of these elements and (b) decrease of the 
operation power !
Is it really so at nanoscale? – Unfortunately, no.
At nanostructures:
The size of one or more dimensions is comparable to the electron de 
Broglie wavelength at room temperature,
A number of quantum effects (electronic band structure, energy 
spectrum discretization, phonon spectra, ballistic charge propagation, 
few-body correlation effects, tunneling, resonant scattering, interface 
effects, etc.) have to be taken into account !
New types of spurious couplings and spurious effects of quantum 
nature become harmful !
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Introduction (6)
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Summary: Peculiarities of Nanoscale Spurious Couplings: 

• Dependence of the «transfer factor» of nanoscale spurious
EM couplings on electrons energy distribution.

• Presence of resonant spurious couplings of different nature 
which may be very strong on certain frequences.

• Strong frequency dependence of resistive losses (can be 
used for EMC design).

• Abnormal large transfer factors for intercircuit interference, 
even for very low frequences (the Ohm law actually ceases
to operate).

• Presence of effects of non-electromagnetic interaction of the 
electric nanocircuits.

Nanoscale “Spurious Peculiarities” (1)
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Summary: Peculiarities of Nanoscale Spurious Couplings: 

• Tunneling is one of the most significant reasons of specific 
spurious couplings between nanocircuits.

• Occurrence of additional noise sources determined by the 
form and electronic properties of nanoobjects.

• The superficial waves of charges coupled with EM fields
and corresponding EM spurious couplings.

• Presence of the waves of quantum transitions (Rabi 
Waves) which can be the reason of the spurious EM 
couplings of the specific nature.

• Etc.

Nanoscale “Spurious Peculiarities” (2)
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I. Electronic Band Structure and density of states:

Energy of electron in nanoscale objects is connected with EM Field 
intensity in a complicated manner (discretely-continuously). 
It is caused by its wave properties which become apparent in the presence of a 
crystal lattice. 
Analogue - a circular waveguide for semiconductor CNT (critical frequency, multimode 
operation), a coaxial  line for metallic CNT (one nondispersive mode without critical frequency)
Result: dependence of the «transfer factor» of nanoscale spurious
electromagnetic coupling on electrons energy distribution and
dependences of electrons energy on their impulses

NanoEMC: Quantum Effects  (1)

Semiconductor CNT: Metallic CNT:

(10,0) zigzag CNT: similar to EM 
waveguide, cutoff frequency appears

(9,0) zigzag CNT: similar to EM 
coaxial line, no cutoff frequency

CNT 
Energy 
Level 
Diagrams :
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II. Energy Spectrum Discretization

In equivalent circuits of some nanoscale objects (named 
“quantum dots” - doped semiconductor structure (1 … 10 
nm) inside bulk semiconductor (artificial atoms)) instead of 
equivalent electric capacity it is necessary to use the RLC 
series-resonant circuit because of the presence of electronic
(not electromagnetic) resonances. 

The sizes of these objects are much less than the EMF 
wavelength, however resonances are present, that is
paradoxical from the viewpoint of classical electrodynamics. 

Presence of these resonances is equivalent to the 
presence of frequency selective electromagnetic 
spurious couplings of other nature!

NanoEMC: Quantum Effects  (2)
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III. Phonon Spectra

Phonons - the oscillations of a crystal lattice defining
resistive losses (losses of electromagnetic energy via
phonon excitation in a crystal lattice).
At nanoscale the strong frequency dependence of 
resistive losses is present (the considerable growth of
losses at some frequencies in nanostructures). 
It can be used for elimination of electromagnetic 
spurious couplings at nanoscale between circuits and 
elements.
The phonon spectrum depends on the object form - a disk, a tube, a 
sphere, a pyramid, etc.
Objects can be: quantum wells, quantum wires, carbon nanotubes, etc.

NanoEMC: Quantum Effects  (3)
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IV. Ballistic Charge Propagation

In nanoscale the length of object can be less than 
lengths of electron free path. In this case there are no 
electron collisions, and losses are very small (are defined 
only by radiation and scattering by the edges) 

This effect can be the cause of abnormal large transfer 
factors for intercircuit interference, even for very low 
frequences (the Ohm law actually ceases to operate) 

In these situations electric resistance is quantum 
resistance. It depends only on fundamental constants and
does not depend on the object form:

NanoEMC: Quantum Effects  (4)

Ω=
π
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V. Few-Body Correlation Effects

On nanoscale the quantum interaction of objects take 
place, thus probabilities of states of nanoobjects appear
conditional states (depend from each other owing to 
interaction presence - Coulomb, spin, etc.). 

As a result effects of non-electromagnetic interaction of 
the electric nanocircuits are appear. They are change
the electric modes of nanocircuits (currents, voltages)

The remote analogue of such interactions – the “Cooper Pairs” of 
electrons, defining the superconductivity mechanism in bulk metals

NanoEMC: Quantum Effects  (5)
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VI. Tunneling

Tunneling is the quantum-mechanical effect of electron 
transitioning through a classically-forbidden energy state.

Tunneling effect is provided by the wave properties
(uncertainty) of electron.

On nanoscale tunneling is one of the most 
significant reasons of specific spurious 
couplings between nanocircuits !

The close analogue of tunneling spurious coupling - the tunnel diode, 
which conductivity mechanism is associated with tunneling.

NanoEMC: Quantum Effects  (6)
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VII. Resonant Scattering

On nanoscale currents are formed by small quantity of carriers (up
to certain electrons). Therefore their dispersion on irregularities
depends on their energy and can be very strong when the resonant
conditions are fulfilled (electron de Broglie wavelength corresponds
to the size of object).

The similar mechanism also for resonant dispersion of photons (for
example, influence of external electromagnetic field in nanostructure, 
nanoobject), thus resonant dispersion of photons is accompanied by their
partial absorption and generation of fluctuating field (noise, “photon gas”)

From the viewpoint of EMC it means the following:

1. Occurrence of resonant spurious couplings which may be very
strong on certain frequencies, and also

2. Occurrence of additional noise sources determined by the form and
electronic properties of nanoobject (resonant properties define both
effects: nanoobject both “dissipates”, and “makes a noise")

NanoEMC: Quantum Effects  (7)
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IX. Interface Effects

At nanoobjects the surface is not a plane and should be
considered as atomic structure. As a result superficial levels of 
energy of electrons and atoms, forming new power states of  charge
carriers at a surface and superficial electronic waves (Tamm-states) 
should be taken into account. 

As a result a number of effects become actual, for example,

• The superficial waves of charges coupled with electromagnetic 
fields and corresponding electromagnetic spurious couplings  
(distant analogue - TWT in a linear regime),

• Thermal fluctuations (frustrations, frustration lattices) of atoms of a 
surface, which are destroying correlation levels (Few-Body 
Correlation Effects). An example – disintegration of the “Cooper Pairs”
(superconductivity disappearance) in 2D systems

NanoEMC: Quantum Effects  (9)
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X. Rabi Waves

Rabi Oscillations describes the quasi-periodic radiation-
absorption of photons in the conditions of strong
interaction of atom and an external field (microcavity). 
At nanoscale in presence of a chain of atoms and
tunneling coupling, a spatial tranmission of Rabi 
Oscillations is present (Rabi Waves along a chain). 
Rabi Waves is a new type of waves - waves of quantum
transitions, and refractive medium for them is EM Field.
These waves - waves of transitions “0-1” and “1-0”, they are 
of the great interest from the point of view of transfer and
processing of digital signals. But on the other hand, 

Rabi waves can be the reason of the spurious 
EM couplings of the specific nature!

NanoEMC: Quantum Effects  (10)
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XI. Quantum Nonreciprocity

NanoEMC: Quantum Effects  (11)

XII.     ??

.

.

.

List of quantum effects, defining EMC on 
the nanoscale, is not closed!

XIII.    ???

G.Y. Slepyan, A.Boag, Quantum Nonreciprocity of Nanoscale Antenna Arrays in Timed 
Dicke States, Physical Review Letters, PRL 111, 023602 (2013), 12 July, 2013, 
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I. Transmission Line Model for Interconnects (1)

CNT – carbon 
nanotube

NW  – nanowire
GNR – graphene 

nanoribbon
PEC – perfect

electric
conductor

D – diameter 
(CNT,NW)

W – width (GNR)

Examples of NanoEMC Modeling  (1)
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I. Transmission Line Model for Interconnects (2)

R,L,C – total per-unit length
parameters

Lm – magnitostatic inductance 
Ce – electrostatic capacitance
Lk – kinetic inductance
Cq – quantum capacitance
Lt – total inductance
Ct – total capacitance

Examples of NanoEMC Modeling  (2)
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Propagation velocity is no longer V1, but is about V2 :
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Examples of NanoEMC Modeling  (3)

1. G.Miano, C.Forestiere, A.Maffucci, S.A. Maksimenko and G. Ya. Slepyan, “Signal propagation in carbon 
nanotubes of arbitrary chirality”, IEEE Trans. on Nanotechnology, vol.10, No.1, 135-149, 2011.

2. C.Forestiere, A.Maffucci, S.A. Maksimenko, G.Miano and G. Ya. Slepyan, “Transmission-line model for multi-wall 
carbon nanotubes with intershell tunneling”, IEEE Trans. on Nanotechnology, vol.11, No.3, 554-564, 2012

Lm – magnitostatic inductance 
Ce – electrostatic capacitance
Lk – kinetic inductance
Cq – quantum capacitance
uF – Fermi velocity of the graphene
R0 – quantum resistance

– Planck constant
M – number of effective conducting channels
m,n – CNT dimension parameters 
ν – electron relaxation frequency due to the

phonon scattering
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M, in general, may be interpreted as the average number of subbands around the 
nanotube Fermi level. It depends on the temperature and the chirality of the CNT [1]

Equivalent number M of conducting
channels in a single CNT shell
versus, the shell diameter D at
T0=273K and T0=373K [2]
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II. Lower propagation velocity for CNT lines

Examples of NanoEMC Modeling  (4)

m/s 103/1/1 8
1 ⋅≈== meLCV εμ m/s 103/1 6

2 ⋅≈≈ keLCV

Propagation velocity is no longer V1, but is about V2 : in vacuum

The line becomes electrically long for shorter lengths

PEC

CNT

z

PEC

CNT, PEC
D

t

Distribution of the current density
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III. Distribution of the current density: negligible skin effect:

Examples of NanoEMC Modeling  (5)

Current density (in ma/cm2): cross-section of a wire (1.2 micron, 200 GHz)

Copper wire                                            Bundle of multi-walled CNTs

•The huge kinetic inductance provides a negligible skin effect
•The uniformity of the current density mitigates the problem of 
nonuniform heating
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IV. Resistance sensitivity to temperature

Examples of NanoEMC Modeling  (6)

TCR - temperature 
coefficient of resistance
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MW - 44 nm

MW - 22 nm

GNR

Cu - 160 nm

Cu - bulk

SW - 5 nm
SW - 2 nm

TCR < 0 possible for 
GNRs and MWCNTs: 

Line realized by bundles or 
CNTs or bulk copper:

- the resistance decreases 
as temperature increases!
Spurious couplings  with 
traditional and abnormal 
temperature dependence
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I. Conclusion

A new concept of EMC for nanoelectronics is presented. It 
based on the synthesis of the classical electrodynamics and 
quantum transport theory in nanostructures. 
It is demonstrated that classical EMC concept based on such 
notes as coupling, shielding, and impedance matching, should 
be reconsidered taking into account quantum correlations and 
tunneling, as well as spin-spin and dipole-dipole interactions. 
It is shown that, as a result, equivalent circuits will contain an 
additional elements of quantum nature, which significantly 
influence on EMC. 
The main concept is illustrated by the example of carbon 
nanotube based interconnects.
Spurious couplings of quantum nature may be the main 
obstacles of nanoelectronic progress !

Conclusion & Perspective Work (1)
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Conclusion & Perspective Work (2)

II. Perspective Work 

Development of the theory of nanoscale EMC based on 
the synthesis of classical electrodynamics with quantum 
mechanics, quantum kinetics and modern condensed matter 
physics.

Development of the efficient mathematical models of 
spurious couplings of new types based on the 
generalized susceptibilities technique (Kubo approach) for 
various nanoelectronic elements.

Development and practical adoption of efficient 
numerical algorithms for nanoscale EMC basing on the 
general concept have been proposed.

Development of specialized CAD system for Electronic 
Systems Nanoscale Intrasystem EMC Design.
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Thank you very much 
for your attention !
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Graphene
sheet

Single-wall
CNT

Multi-wall
CNT
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Carbon Nanotube: Geometry

Graphene crystalline lattice Rc=ma1+na2

SWCNT (m,n):         (m,0) - zigzag,    (m,m) - armchair
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1) Infinitely long periodic chain of the identical two-
level quantum dots (QDs);

2) Oblique incidence;
3) Resonance:
4) Single-mode classical light

0ω ω≈

Rabi-waves


